The invention relates to a method for carrying out a speech dialogue between a speech dialogue system and a user for controlling at least one electronic device, in particular in a vehicular environment, which comprises the steps of interrupting the speech dialogue upon receipt of a predetermined pause command at the SDS (18) and continuing the speech dialogue upon receipt of a predetermined continuation command by the SDS. In addition the invention relates to a speech dialogue system comprising means for interrupting the speech dialogue and means for continuing the interrupted speech dialogue.
ABSTRACT

The invention relates to a method for carrying out a speech dialogue between a speech dialogue system and a user for controlling at least one electronic device, in particular in a vehicular environment, which comprises the steps of interrupting the speech dialogue upon receipt of a predetermined pause command at the SDS (18) and continuing the speech dialogue upon receipt of a predetermined continuation command by the SDS. In addition, the invention relates to a speech dialogue system comprising means for interrupting the speech dialogue and means for continuing the interrupted speech dialogue.
METHOD FOR CARRYING OUT A SPEECH DIALOGUE AND SPEECH DIALOGUE SYSTEM

FIELD OF THE PRESENT INVENTION

The invention relates to a method for carrying out a speech dialogue between a speech dialogue system (SDS) and a user for controlling at least one electronic device and relates to a speech dialogue system (SDS) for carrying out a speech dialogue with a user for controlling at least one electronic device.

Speech dialogue systems represent an interface between a human user and a machine or electronic device, whereby the user can control the machine by giving speech commands to the SDS which analyses the speech commands and filters out control commands which in turn are transmitted to the machine or the electronic device. Usually a speech dialogue carried out by such a SDS and a user comprises the steps of outputting requests for acoustic input by the SDS, awaiting a speech input from the user and receiving a speech input from the user. To carry out a full speech dialogue those steps are then repeated as many times as necessary to provide all the control commands the user wants to give to the machine or the electronic device controllable by the SDS. Such SDSs are, for example, used in cars where they offer the user the possibility to control at least some of the electronic devices of his vehicle such as, for example, the radio, the navigation system or the climate control, without him being forced to withdraw his attention from the traffic.

SDSs of the known art do however represent the following problem. Following the request for an oral input the SDS prompts the user and awaits an input. If the awaited input is not given by the user because he is otherwise occupied, for example, he has to concentrate on traffic, the SDS stops awaiting a speech input and shuts down the application. Thus the already given information, re-
ceived from the user, is lost and the user has to start the application again if he wishes to proceed with his action.

It is therefore the object of this invention to provide a method for carrying out a speech dialogue between a SDS and the user and to provide a SDS wherein the abovementioned problem is overcome and to therefore provide a method for carrying out a speech dialogue and a SDS which are more comfortable.

This object is solved with the method for carrying out a speech dialogue according to claim 1 and a SDS according to claim 14.

Accordingly there is provided a method for carrying out a speech dialogue between a speech dialogue system (SDS) and a user for controlling at least one electronic device, in particular in a vehicular environment, comprising the steps of:

interrupting the speech dialogue upon receipt of a predetermined pause command by the SDS;

and continuing the speech dialogue upon receipt of a predetermined continuation command by the SDS or canceling the speech dialogue upon receipt of a predetermined cancellation command by the SDS.

With the inventive method it therefore becomes possible to interrupt a speech dialogue at any time and to continue it at a later point in time. The term “continuing” herein means that the speech dialogue is not restarted from the beginning, but that, for example, some of the previously provided speech input from the user is still available to the SDS, e.g. stored in an internal storage means, so that therefore it does not become necessary for the SDS to request all of these inputs prior to the interruption again. Eventually, instead of continuing the user may also request to cancel the started and later on interrupted speech dialogue.
According to a preferred embodiment of the method for carrying out a speech dialogue, the step of continuing the speech dialogue can comprise repeating of a part of the speech dialogue. Actually, the speech dialogue could also be continued exactly at the position where it has been interrupted, but there could also be circumstances for which it would be advantageous to repeat a part of the speech dialogue.

For instance, by repeating a part of the speech dialogue, the user can receive information from the SDS concerning his/her inputs prior to the interruption and thus it becomes easier for him/her to continue the speech dialogue. The SDS can provide the information optically, using e.g. a display, and/or acoustically.

Furthermore, it could be imagined that a speech dialogue is divided into several logical units, like, for example, when the speech dialogue is about inputting an address into a navigation system, the logical units could be, firstly, the city and, secondly, street and street number. For such a speech dialogue, it could be advantageous that after interrupting the speech dialogue, the speech dialogue is continued with the beginning of one of these logical units depending on where the interruption occurred. If, in the given example, in the second logical unit, the street name has already been given but not the number, the speech dialogue could continue with again asking the user the name of the street. By repeating a part of the speech dialogue it therefore becomes easier for the user to continue his input as he does not have to keep in mind all of the details he has input earlier.

According to a further preferred embodiment, the step of continuing the speech dialogue can comprise outputting by the SDS of at least a last output of the SDS prior to interrupting the speech dialogue and/or outputting by the SDS of at least a last speech input received from the user prior to interrupting the speech dialogue and/or awaiting by the SDS of a speech input from the user, in particular, upon receipt of a corresponding command from the user.
By providing this feature, the user is further helped in remembering at which position the speech dialogue was interrupted. The SDS can for example repeat the last request for speech input together with the corresponding received speech input and then proceed with the following request for speech input, or it is also possible that the SDS repeats all of the already provided speech inputs and then repeats the last request or proceeds to the next request for speech input. In yet a further variant, after repeating already provided speech inputs and the last request for speech input, the SDS awaits the corresponding speech input from the user.

In addition the user can request information from the SDS which can help him recalling where the speech dialogue has been interrupted and/or what kind of information he/she has already given.

Thereby, the user-friendliness of the SDS is enhanced, as the SDS provides information about where the speech dialogue has been interrupted and/or what kind of information has already been provided to the SDS by the user.

In a particular advantageous embodiment, the step of continuing the speech dialogue can comprise notifying the user that an interrupted speech dialogue continues. This means that a special continuation output is given by the SDS to the user informing him that in the following an earlier interrupted speech dialogue will be continued. Thus again the user-friendliness of the SDS is enhanced.

In a preferred embodiment, the steps of interrupting and/or continuing the speech dialogue can be carried out upon receipt of a corresponding acoustic or haptic command of the user or upon receipt of a corresponding command of an electronic device by the SDS. Therein, also an electronic device which is eventually not controllable by the SDS could be capable of providing a pause or continuation command for the SDS.
The speech dialogue can thus be interrupted by an electronic device, but on the other hand also by an action from the user. If, for example, the traffic is becoming too dense and therefore a higher attention from the user becomes necessary, then the user can give a speech command such as "pause" or he can activate a control key of the speech dialogue system to also interrupt the dialogue. If he then wants to continue with the interrupted speech dialogue, again a speech command such as "continue" or an activation of a control key of the SDS will lead to the continuation of the speech dialogue. With this high number of possibilities to interrupt or to continue the speech dialogue, the user-friendliness is again enhanced.

According to an advantageous embodiment, the inventive method can further comprise starting a further speech dialogue, in particular for controlling a different electronic device, during interruption of a first speech dialogue. In the abovementioned example where the inputting of a new target location into the navigation system is interrupted by an incoming telephone call, one can imagine that during the telephone conversation the user wants to store a new address or telephone number into his telephone and thus with the inventive method he has the opportunity to store this new address or telephone number using the speech dialogue system, even for the case that there is already a first interrupted speech dialogue. With this possibility, the user therefore does not have to care whether there is already a speech dialogue interrupted.

According to a further preferred embodiment, the step of continuing one of the interrupted speech dialogues can comprise notifying the user of the continued speech dialogue, in particular, by outputting an identifier of the electronic device to be controlled by the speech dialogue. For the case that several speech dialogues have been interrupted and the user continues with one of those speech dialogues it is advantageous that the SDS notifies the user about which speech dialogue is going to be continued. This can for example be done by announcing at least the name of the electronic device which is going to be controlled by the speech dialogue. Thus the user does not need to
worry about what kind of speech dialogues are still interrupted and which of the speech dialogues is going to be continued.

In a particular advantageous embodiment, the inventive method can comprise the step of displaying an identifier of the interrupted speech dialogue, in particular, the name of the electronic device to be controlled by the speech dialogue during the interruption of the speech dialogue. The SDS can be connected to a display or the display can be an integral part of the SDS and during interruption of a speech dialogue this display is used to keep the user informed of which speech dialogues are currently interrupted. This again helps the user in knowing which speech dialogues are interrupted and can be continued.

In a variant, the inventive method can comprise interrupting the current operation of the electronic device controllable by the SDS during interruption of the corresponding speech dialogue. In the case that, for example, the user is currently dialoguing with the SDS in order to control a radio and the telephone receives an incoming call and provides a pause command to the SDS, the operation of the radio is also interrupted so that during the telephone call the background noise level can be reduced, thereby further enhancing the user-friendliness.

According to a further embodiment, the inventive method can comprise transmitting control commands to the electronic device controllable by the SDS during interruption of the corresponding speech dialogue. If for example the speech dialogue is used to control a compact disk (CD) exchanger in order to exchange one CD with another CD, and the user decides to interrupt the dialogue after having told the SDS that he wants to switch a CD but before telling which will be the new CD, the SDS can already provide a control command to the electronic device telling the CD player to remove the current CD out of the player back into the magazine and to await the next command concerning the new CD. By doing so, once the user decides to continue with the speech dialogue and tells the system which CD he wants to listen to, the waiting time un-
til he can listen to the new CD can be reduced. This again enhances the user-friendliness of the total system. In another example it could be imagined that during the interruption the electronic device concerned with the speech dialogue can continue downloading information from a distant location, again in order to reduce waiting times.

Advantageously, the step of canceling the speech dialogue can comprise notifying the user that an interrupted speech dialogue has been canceled. This means that a special output is provided by the SDS to the user informing him that the earlier interrupted speech dialogue has been cancelled. Thus again the user-friendliness of the SDS is enhanced.

According to an advantageous embodiment the step of canceling the speech dialogue is carried out upon receipt of a corresponding acoustic or haptic command of the user. Depending on the preferences of the user the canceling can thus be carried out either by voice or by hand.

The invention can also comprise a computer programme product comprising one or more computer readable media having computer executable instructions for performing the steps of the method of one of the previously described claims.

In addition, the invention provides a speech dialogue system (SDS) for carrying out a speech dialogue with a user for controlling at least one electronic device, comprising means for interrupting the speech dialogue, and means for continuing the interrupted speech dialogue. The SDS therefore provides the possibility to interrupt a speech dialogue at any time and to continue it at a later point in time.

In an advantageous embodiment the means for continuing can be configured such that the speech dialogue is continued at a position where it has been interrupted or can be continued by repeating a part of the speech dialogue. With this configuration it does not become necessary to restart from the be-
ginning the speech dialogue but to continue the speech dialogue immediately where it has been interrupted or by repeating a part of the dialogue.

In a preferred embodiment, the means for interrupting the speech dialogue and/or the means for continuing the speech dialogue can comprise a control key. Two additional control keys could be provided one for interrupting and one continuing, or only one additional control key could be provided being configured such that upon a first activation the speech dialogue is interrupted and upon a second activation the interrupted speech dialogue is continued, or it could be that the push to talk (PTT) lever, used to switch on and off the SDS, could in addition be configured as an interrupting and continuation key. Depending on the way the PTT lever is activated either the SDS is turned off or the dialogue is interrupted or continued, wherein different activation could, for example, be activating the key for a long time to turn off the SDS and only for a short time to interrupt or continue the dialogue.

In another preferred embodiment, a means for interrupting the speech dialogue can be configured such that upon receipt of an acoustic pause command the speech dialogue is interrupted and/or wherein the means for continuing the interrupted speech dialogue can be configured such that upon receipt of an acoustic continuation command interrupted speech dialogue is continued. Thus not only a key can be used to interrupt or continue the speech dialogue but also a corresponding speech command further enhancing the user-friendliness of the SDS.

Advantageously, the means for interrupting the speech dialogue can be configured such that upon receipt of a pause command from an electronic device the speech dialogue is interrupted and/or wherein the means for continuing the speech dialogue can be configured such that upon receipt of a continuation command from an electronic device the speech dialogue is continued. Thus not only the user can interrupt a speech dialogue, but also one electronic device which is not necessarily a device which can be controlled by speech dialogue but can be any electronic device somehow connected to the SDS. As
an example the user could carry out a speech dialogue to control the navigation system and is inputting a new target address, during this dialogue the telephone receives an incoming call and provides an interruption command to the SDS to interrupt the speech dialogue and which informs the user about the incoming telephone call. Once the telephone call is finished the telephone then provides the continuation command to the SDS so that the interrupted speech dialogue can be continued.

In a variant, the SDS can be configured such that a second speech dialogue is carried out during interruption of a first speech dialogue, the second speech dialogue being, in particular, for controlling a different electronic device. In the abovementioned example where the inputting of a new target location into the navigation system is interrupted by an incoming telephone call, one can imagine that during the telephone conversation the user wants to store a new address or telephone number into his telephone and with this feature he has the opportunity to store the new address or telephone number using the SDS, even for the case that there is already a first interrupted speech dialogue. With this possibility the user therefore does not have to care whether there is already a speech dialogue interrupted.

In a preferred embodiment, the SDS can further comprise storage means for storing speech inputs from a user and the means for continuing can be configured such that when an interrupted speech dialogue is continued at least part of the stored speech inputs are output. With this configuration the SDS can the information or part of the information already input, so that the user will know about the content of the interrupted speech dialogue, thereby improving the user-friendliness of the system.

In an advantageous embodiment, the SDS can be configured such that when an interrupted speech dialogue is continued a message is output informing the user that an interrupted speech dialogue will be continued. With this configuration the SDS recalls to the user that in the following a speech dialogue will be continued and therefore it is not necessary that the user himself has to re-
member the status of the speech dialogue, thereby further enhancing the user-friendliness of the system.

In a variant the SDS, can be configured such that during an interruption of the speech dialogue an identifier of the interrupted speech dialogue comprising, in particular, the name of the electronic device to be controlled by the interrupted speech dialogue is displayed. It is advantageous that the SDS comprises a displaying means which displays an identifier of the interrupted speech dialogue and eventually also an identifier of an eventually ongoing speech dialogue so that by simply looking at the display the user is aware of which speech dialogues are currently interrupted, thereby further enhancing the user-friendliness of the SDS.

Advantageously the SDS can further comprise a means for canceling the interrupted speech dialogue, wherein the means for canceling comprises, in particular, a control key and/or is configured to cancel the speech dialogue upon receipt of an acoustic cancellation command. Thus in the case the user does not wish to continue the dialogue the SDS provides the possibility to cancel the started and later on interrupted dialogue.

The invention further relates to an information and entertainment system according to claim 24. Accordingly there is provided an information and entertainment system comprising a head unit and at least one electronic device, wherein the head unit comprises means for controlling the at least one electronic device and a speech dialogue system (SDS) according to the above described speech dialogue system and wherein at least one of the at least one electronic device is controllable by the SDS. By providing a SDS according to the invention in an information and entertainment system the user-friendliness of the latter can be greatly enhanced as all of the abovementioned advantages are also incorporated into the information and entertainment system.

The at least one electronic device of the information and entertainment system can comprise at least one of an entertainment device, in particular devices to
replay analogue or digital audio signals including a television device, and/or a radio device, and/or a compact cassette playing device, and/or a compact disk playing device, and/or a super audio compact disk playing device, and/or a digital versatile disk playing device, and/or an MPEG audio layer 3 playing device and/or a personal computer, and/or a playing console and/or a telephone, and/or at least one of an information device, in particular a navigation system and/or an onboard computer.

In a preferred embodiment, the head unit can be configured such that a speech dialogue is interrupted upon activation of a predetermined second control key, in particular a pause key of the electronic device to be controlled by the speech dialogue. Therefore not only the control key of the SDS or a speech command can be used to interrupt a speech dialogue, but also the activation of a key of the electronic device which is to be controlled by the speech dialogue. This additional possibility to interrupt speech dialogue again enhances the user-friendliness, as the user may intuitively push the pause button of the electronic device he is controlling by the speech dialogue and thereby can not only interrupt the operation of the electronic device but also the speech dialogue.

In a further variant, the head unit or the at least one electronic device to be controlled by the speech dialogue can be configured such that operation of the electronic device is interrupted when the speech dialogue is interrupted. If for example the speech dialogue is used to control a compact disk (CD) exchanger in order to exchange one CD with another CD, and the user decides to interrupt the dialogue after having told the SDS that he wants to switch a CD but before telling which will be the new CD, the SDS can already provide a control command to the electronic device telling the CD player to remove the current CD out of the player back into the magazine and to await the next command concerning the new CD. By doing so, once the user decides to continue with the speech dialogue and tells the system which CD he wants to listen to, the waiting time until he can listen to the new CD can be reduced. In another example it could be imagined that during the interruption the elec-
ronic device concerned with the speech dialogue can continue downloading information from a distant location, again in order to reduce waiting times. This again enhances the user-friendliness of the total system.

According to a variant, the head unit or the at least one electronic device to be controlled by the speech dialogue can be configured such that the at least one electronic device continues to operate even if the speech dialogue is interrupted. In the case that, for example, the user is currently dialoguing with the SDS in order to control a radio and the telephone receives an incoming call and provides a pause command to the SDS the operation of the radio is also interrupted so that during the telephone call the background noise level can be reduced, thereby further enhancing the user-friendliness.

Advantageously the display of the SDS can be a touch screen and the SDS could be configured such that when the screen portion displaying the identification of an interrupted speech dialogue is continued. In addition, the SDS could be configured such that upon touching of another portion of the touch screen an interrupted speech dialogue is cancelled. The touch screen thereby fulfills three roles which are informing the user about which dialogue is ongoing and giving the user the possibility to easily continue one of the interrupted speech dialogues by touching the corresponding display portion and to eventually cancel one or more of the interrupted speech dialogues.

In a further embodiment, the speech dialogue system can further comprise third control keys configured such that each interrupted speech dialogue is attributed to a different third control key and that upon activation of a second control key the corresponding speech dialogue is continued. In combination with the display showing all interrupted and ongoing speech dialogues the third control keys provide an easy way for the user to continue with the speech dialogue he wishes to continue.
The invention further provides a vehicle, in particular a car, with a SDS as previously described. Furthermore the invention also relates to the use of a SDS as previously described in a vehicle, in particular a car.

The invention further provides a vehicle, in particular a car, with an information entertainment system as previously described. Furthermore the invention also relates to the use of an information and entertainment system as previously described, in a vehicle, in particular a car.

In the following examples of the inventive method and the SDS, as well as the information and entertainment system are described with respect to the Figures, wherein:

Fig. 1 shows a dashboard of a vehicle illustrating several electronic devices being controlled by a head unit comprising an embodiment of the speech dialogue system according to this invention,

Fig. 2 shows a block diagram illustrating an embodiment of the SDS according to the invention and which can be part of the head unit,

Fig. 3 shows a functional block diagram illustrating one embodiment of the inventive method for carrying out a speech dialogue, wherein the pause command is provided by a speech input from the user,

Fig. 4 shows a screen displaying interrupted speech dialogues and also shows control keys of the embodiment of a SDS according to the invention.

Fig. 1 shows a cockpit of a vehicle comprising an embodiment of the information and entertainment system 1 according to the invention. The information and entertainment system comprises several electronic devices: a radio device 3 comprising eventually also a compact disk (CD) player 5, or as a variant a digital versatile disk (DVD) player or compact cassette (CC) player, a naviga-
tion system 7, climate control 9, a telephone which can be a telephone fixed to the vehicle (not shown) or a mobile telephone 11 held by a mobile telephone holder 13 and a board computer 15. The cited electronic devices represent only one possible choice, and other devices, like a television, an internet connecting device or a computer game console may also be part of the information and entertainment system.

The information and entertainment system 1 further comprises a head unit 17 which includes a speech dialogue system (SDS) 18 according to the invention. The head unit 17 is in connection with all of the electronic devices and transmits control commands and/or receives commands from those electronic devices. The SDS 18 of the embodiment comprises as input means a microphone 19 which is arranged in the rear mirror 21 but which of course could also be provided at different locations or at several different locations. It could, for example, be envisaged that there is one microphone 19 in the vicinity of each passenger location.

The SDS 18 further comprises control keys 23 which in this embodiment are located on the steering wheel 25, and further control keys 27 located in the vicinity of a multimedia screen 29 which is part of the information entertainment system 17 and serves as an output means for the SDS 18. As further output means, loudspeakers 31 are provided. The electronic devices can be controlled by control keys 33, 35, 37 and 39 controlling, respectively, the navigation system 7, the radio and CD player device 3, the climate control 9, and the mobile telephone or telephone 11. The way the information and entertainment system 1 is controlling the electronic devices using the SDS 18 will be described in detail with respect to Fig. 3 representing one embodiment of the method for carrying out a speech dialogue between a user and the SDS.

Fig. 2 shows a block diagram representing an embodiment of the SDS 18 according to the invention and which can be part of the information and entertainment system 1. Elements with the same reference numerals as shown in
Fig. 1 represent corresponding elements and their properties mentioned in the description of Fig. 1 are incorporated herewith in the description of Fig. 2.

The SDS 18 comprises several elements: a speech analyzing unit 40, a speech dialogue unit 42, a means for interrupting the speech dialogue 44, a means for continuing the interrupted speech dialogue 46 and a means for canceling the interrupted speech dialogue (47).

The speech analyzing unit 40 analyzes the data received by the microphone 19. Analyzing comprises removing background noise and filtering out the speech inputs.

The speech dialogue unit 42 is linked to the speech analyzing unit 40, to the means for interrupting the speech dialogue 44, to the means for continuing the interrupted speech dialogue 46, to the means for canceling the interrupted speech dialogue 47, to a push to talk lever (PTT) 48 which serves to switch on or off the SDS, to the output means 29, 31 and to an electronic device 50.

The speech dialogue unit 42 receives the speech inputs from the speech analyzing unit 40 which are then analyzed and identified as control commands which are transmitted to the electronic device 50, eventually via the head unit 17 (not shown in Fig. 2). Information or requests for speech input are output by the speech dialogue unit 42 to the user via the loudspeakers 31 or the multimedia screen 29.

The means for interrupting the speech dialogue 44 transmits upon receipt of a pause command from either the speech analyzing unit 40, or from a pause control key 52, or from an electronic device 54 a pause signal to the speech dialogue unit 42 which interrupts the speech dialogue.

The means for continuing the interrupted speech dialogue 46 transmits upon receipt of a continuation command from the speech analyzing unit 40, or a continuation control key 56, or from the electronic device 54 a continuation
signal to the speech dialogue unit 42 which continues the interrupted speech dialogue.

The means for canceling the interrupted speech dialogue 47 transmits upon receipt of a cancellation command from the speech analyzing unit 40, or a cancellation control key 57 a cancellation signal to the speech dialogue unit 42 to cancel the interrupted speech dialogue.

In a variant the speech dialogue unit 42 may comprise a storage unit 58 for storing received speech inputs from the user.

In the shown embodiment of the SDS 18 four independent control keys 48, 52, 56 and 57 are shown. But in further inventive variants some of the keys could be combined into one key and by the different ways such a key could be activated different functions could be carried out. E.g. the pause command and the continuation command may be provided by one combined control key. Upon a first activation of the combined control key the dialogue is interrupted whereas upon a second activation of the control key the speech dialogue is continued. In yet a further variant, all four control keys 48, 52, 56 and 57 could be combined into one control key wherein depending on the way the key is activated either the on/off function can be carried out or the pause/continue function or the cancellation can be carried out. Moreover, in addition to the shown control keys 48, 52, 56 and 57 also control keys from the electronic devices 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15 shown in Fig. 1 could fulfill the role of the pause control key and the continuation control key. In the case of a CD player, for example, the pause key could also play the role of pause control and continuation control key for the speech.

In the shown embodiment, the SDS 18 is controlling only one electronic device 46. However in combination with Fig. 1 it is understood that the SDS 18 can be used to control more than one electronic device (in combination with the head unit 17) and more than one electronic device could provide pause and continuation commands.
In a further variant the speech dialogue unit 42 is configured such that during interruption of a first speech dialogue a second speech dialogue can be started which, in particular, controls a different electronic device.

Fig. 3 shows one embodiment of the inventive method for carrying out speech dialogue between an SDS and a user in order to control an electronic device. The process illustrated in Fig. 3 can be carried out by the SDS 18 as shown in Fig. 2 and/or by the information and entertainment system as described in Fig. 1.

In step 60 it is checked whether a request for a speech dialogue has been given by the user. Thereto the user activates the push to talk lever 48. If a request for speech dialogue has been received by the SDS the process continues with step 62 wherein the SDS 18 requests a speech input from the user. Following step 62 the speech dialogue unit 42 awaits a speech input. Step 64 checks whether a speech input has been received by the speech dialogue unit 42 and if this is the case step 66 checks whether the provided speech input corresponds to a pause command or contains a control command for controlling the electronic device.

For the case that the provided speech input contains a pause command the dialogue is interrupted. The process continues with step 68 during which it is checked whether a command input has been received. During interruption of the speech dialogue the multimedia screen 29 may display an identifier of the interrupted speech dialogue which could, for example, be the name of the electronic device. During the interruption it is furthermore possible (but not shown in Fig. 3) that a second speech dialogue may be started which, in particular, may serve to control a different electronic device.

In a variant, during the interruption of the speech dialogue, the corresponding electronic device may also be interrupted in its operation. Thereto either the head unit 17 or the SDS 18 may provide a corresponding control command to
the electronic device leading to the interruption of the operation of the electronic device. In a further variant, it may be that during the interruption of the speech dialogue the SDS 18 transmits control commands to the electronic device such that the electronic device can already carry out operations for which no further instructions from the user are necessary. For example, in the case that the user wants to input a new target location into the navigation system in order to obtain navigation information but interrupts the speech dialogue after he has announced only the city but not yet the street, the navigation system may already calculate the best way to reach that city during the interruption of the speech dialogue or for the case that the navigation system is configured such that it downloads corresponding maps depending on the current location and the final destination from a distantly located server, the navigation system may already download the corresponding map.

If a command has been received in step 68, the process continues with step 69 checking whether a continuation command or a cancellation command has been received. Upon receipt of a cancellation command the process and thus the dialogue ends. Eventually, the SDS outputs a message informing the user that indeed the dialogue has been cancelled.

Upon receipt of a continuation command the process continues with step 70. The continuation command can be either an activation of the continuation key 56 (which is eventually combined with the PTT lever 48, as described above) or a speech command, in the case that the speech analyzing unit 40 constantly analyzes the signals received from the microphone 19 to filter out a continuation command from the user. In step 70 the SDS 18 provides the user with information concerning the speech dialogue which will be continued. In particular the SDS 18 may output, acoustically and/or optically, an identifier of the interrupted speech dialogue and/or output a part of the speech dialogue which has already been carried out prior to the interruption. In particular, the SDS 18 may repeat the content of already provided speech inputs of the user. In a variant this information can also be output on request from the user.
The process then continues with step 62 wherein the last request for input, for which the SDS 18 has not yet received the corresponding speech input from the user, is repeated. Eventually the wording used when the request for input is repeated may be different compared to the wording used for the first time to thereby remind the user that this is a continued speech dialogue. The process then continues with steps 64 and 66, as described above, and in the case that in step 66 the SDS 18 receives a control command the process then proceeds with step 72, wherein the control command is transmitted to the electronic device, which can be either directly or via the head unit 17. The control command is then carried out by the electronic device.

In step 74 it is checked whether the end of the dialogue has been reached. If this is not the case the speech dialogue repeats steps 62 to 74 until the end of the dialogue has been reached.

In the above described embodiment of the inventive method for carrying out a speech dialogue, the pause command has been given by the user using a speech command. This pause command can of course also be given using the pause key 52. Using the pause key 52 has the advantage that the described process can be interrupted at any time. Furthermore as described above the speech dialogue may at any time also be interrupted following a pause command received by the SDS 18 from one of the electronic devices and the process could also continue upon receipt of a continuation command from one of the electronic devices.

Fig. 4 shows an example of the information that is displayed on the screen 29 during interruption of a speech dialogue. On the screen 29 are displayed two interrupted dialogues, one concerning a telephone call and another concerning the navigation system. Each interrupted speech dialogue is attributed to a control key 80, 82 (being part of the control keys 27). Upon activation of control key 80 the interrupted speech dialogue concerning the telephone call and upon activation of control key 82 the interrupted speech dialogue concerning the navigation system is continued. Furthermore four control keys correspond-
ing to the control keys 48, 52, 56 and 57 described with respect to the description of Fig. 2 are illustrated.

In the following, examples of speech dialogues according to the invention are described.

Example 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>user (voice entry)</th>
<th>SDS (voice output)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 telephone call</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>please provide number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102 0173</td>
<td>0173 and then?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>speech dialogue frozen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104 pause</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106 continue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>dial telephone number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>0173 and then?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109 3994</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>3994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>the number 01733994 will be dialed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example 1 concerns a speech dialogue to make a telephone call. Column 1 represents the speech input from the user and column 2 the voice output from the SDS. After having input the area code in step 102 the user requests to interrupt the dialogue in step 104 by saying "pause", of course a haptic pause command could also be performed by the user. Following this the speech dialogue is interrupted and only continued after the user has provided the continuation command in step 106. In step 107 the SDS then informs the user which speech dialogue was interrupted and furthermore repeats in step 108 the last input given by the user. The user then continues with inputting the rest of the telephone number and finally in step 111 the SDS repeats the number to be dialed and transmits the corresponding control commands to the telephone.
As can be seen from steps 103 and 110, in this speech dialogue the SDS repeats the speech input given from the user.

**Example 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>user (voice entry)</th>
<th>SDS (voice output)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200 telephone call</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>please provide number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202 0173</td>
<td>0173 and then?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>204 pause</td>
<td>speech dialogue frozen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205 radio control</td>
<td>radio control on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>208 volume down by two points</td>
<td>volume down by two points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>209</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210 continue and repeat last input</td>
<td>dial telephone number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211</td>
<td>0173 and then?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212</td>
<td>3994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>213</td>
<td>3994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>214</td>
<td>the number 01733994 will be dialed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>215</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the second speech dialogue example, steps 200 – 205 and steps 211 – 215 correspond to the first example and will therefore not be further explained in detail. The difference between the two speech dialogues lies in the fact that the user starts a second speech dialogue during the interruption of the first dialogue. In step 206 the user requests to carry out a speech dialogue concerning the radio. In step 208 he requests to change the volume of the radio which is actually carried out in step 209 thereby terminating the second speech dialogue. In step 210 the user then requests to continue with the first interrupted speech dialogue concerning the telephone call and asks the SDS to provide him with the necessary information so that he knows where the first speech dialogue has been interrupted.

Example 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>user (voice entry)</th>
<th>SDS (voice output)</th>
<th>other el. device (e.g. telephone)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300 radio control</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>301</td>
<td>radio control on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302 change radio station</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>303</td>
<td>which radio station?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304</td>
<td></td>
<td>incoming telephone call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305</td>
<td>speech dialogue frozen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>306</td>
<td></td>
<td>telephone call terminated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307</td>
<td>which radio station?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308 FM 98.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>309</td>
<td>change radio station to FM 98.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In example 3 the user carries out a speech dialogue in order to change the radio station he is listening to. In step 304 this speech dialogue is interrupted due to an incoming telephone call. Upon receiving the incoming telephone call the telephone sends a pause command to the SDS which in turn interrupts the
speech dialogue. As soon as the telephone call is terminated the telephone sends a continuation command to the SDS and in the following the speech dialogue continues (307 – 309).

Eventually an additional step could be present at step 305 wherein the SDS informs the user that the speech dialogue will be interrupted due to the telephone call.

During the interruption of the dialogue the SDS 18 may also transmit a control command to the radio which interrupts the operation of the radio so that the telephone call will not be disturbed by the background noise of the radio.

Example 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>user (voice entry)</th>
<th>SDS (voice output)</th>
<th>SDS (display)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>400 new target location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401</td>
<td>please spell the location</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 402 U-L-M          | please choose one number from the display | 1. Ulm
|                   |                                  | 2. Ulmen
| 404                |                                  | 3. Ulmenhausen |
| 405 pause          | dialogue Navigation paused       |               |
| 406                |                                  |               |
| 407 continue       |                                  |               |
| 408                | please choose one number from the display | 1. Ulm
|                   |                                  | 2. Ulmen
| 409                |                                  | 3. Ulmenhausen |
| 410 one            |                                  |               |
| 411                | new target location Ulm         |               |

Example 4 describes a speech dialogue between a user and a SDS wherein the SDS does not only have speech output but furthermore also comprises a display. The example deals with an input of a new target location into a navi-
gation system. In step 402 the user enters the first letters of the target location and in the following step 403 the SDS announces that the navigation system has found several locations comprising these letters and that those locations are displayed on the multimedia screen connected to the SDS. Furthermore the user is informed that he can choose one of these locations by announcing the corresponding number. In step 405 the speech dialogue is then interrupted due to a corresponding speech pause command from the user. During the interruption the multimedia screen 29 displays that the navigation speech dialogue has been interrupted. Following the continuation command from the user the SDS repeats the last request for speech input and the screen displays the same choice concerning the locations. The user then chooses one of these locations and the new target location can be input into the navigation system.

In a variant the navigation system may already generate navigation information concerning the three possible locations during the interruption of the speech dialogue. Once the speech dialogue is continued and the user has made his choice, the navigation system can immediately propose the corresponding navigation information which speeds up the application.

In a variant, in all of the above described examples the interrupted speech dialogue may also be cancelled by the user by providing either an acoustic or a haptic cancellation command.

The above-described embodiments concerning the inventive information entertainment system, the inventive SDS 18 and the inventive method have been explained in the context of a vehicular environment. The inventive SDS and the inventive method to carry out a speech dialogue between an SDS and a user can however, also be applied to dialogues between a user and a portable digital assistant (PDA) or in the context of computer-based dialogues via the telephone. In general the speech dialogue according to the invention could be applied for controlling the operation of any electronic device.
CLAIMS

1. Method for carrying out a speech dialogue between a speech dialogue system (SDS) (18) and a user for controlling at least one electronic device (3,5,7,9,11,15), in particular, in a vehicular environment, comprising the steps of:
   - interrupting the speech dialogue upon receipt of a predetermined pause command (66) by the SDS (18); and
   - continuing the speech dialogue upon receipt of a predetermined continuation command (68) by the SDS (18) or canceling the speech dialogue upon receipt of a predetermined cancellation command (69) by the SDS.

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein the step of continuing the speech dialogue comprises repeating of a part of the speech dialogue (70).

3. Method according to claim 2, wherein the step of continuing the speech dialogue comprises outputting by the SDS of at least a last output of the SDS prior to interrupting the speech dialogue and/or outputting by the SDS of at least a last speech input received from the user prior to interrupting the speech dialogue and/or awaiting by the SDS of a speech input from the user, in particular, upon receipt of a corresponding command from the user.

4. Method according to one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the step of continuing the speech dialogue comprises notifying the user that an interrupted speech dialogue continues.

5. Method according to one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the steps of interrupting and/or continuing the speech dialogue are/is carried out upon receipt of a corresponding acoustic or haptic command of the user or...
upon receipt of a corresponding command of an electronic device (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15) by the SDS (18).

6. Method according to one of claims 1 to 5, further comprising starting a further speech dialogue, in particular, for controlling a different electronic device (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15).

7. Method according to claim 6, wherein continuing one of the interrupted speech dialogues comprises notifying the user of the continued speech dialogue, in particular, by outputting an identifier of the electronic device (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15) to be controlled by the speech dialogue.

8. Method according to one of claims 1 to 7, comprising displaying an identifier of the interrupted speech dialogue, in particular, the name of the electronic device (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15) to be controlled by the speech dialogue during interruption of the speech dialogue.

9. Method according to one of claims 1 to 8, comprising interrupting the current operation of the electronic device (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15) controllable by the SDS (18) during interruption of the corresponding speech dialogue.

10. Method according to one of claims 1 to 8, comprising transmitting a control command to the electronic device (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15) controllable by the SDS (18) during interruption of the corresponding speech dialogue.

11. Method according to one of claims 1, wherein the step of canceling the speech dialogue comprises notifying the user that an interrupted speech dialogue is canceled.

12. Method according to one of claims 1 or 11, wherein the step of canceling the speech dialogue is carried out upon receipt of a corresponding acoustic or haptic command of the user.
13. Computer programme product, comprising one or more computer readable media having computer-executable instructions for performing the steps of the method of one of the preceding claims.

14. Speech dialogue system (SDS) (18) for carrying out a speech dialogue with a user for controlling at least one electronic device (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15), comprising:
   - means for interrupting (44) the speech dialogue, and
   - means for continuing (46) the interrupted speech dialogue.

15. Speech dialogue system according to claim 14, wherein the means for continuing (46) is configured such that the speech dialogue is continued at a position where it has been interrupted or such that the speech dialogue is continued by repeating a part of the speech dialogue.

16. Speech dialogue system according to claim 14 or 15, wherein the means for interrupting (44) the speech dialogue and/or the means for continuing (46) the speech dialogue comprises a control key (48, 56, 23, 27).

17. Speech dialogue system according to one of claims 14 to 16, wherein the means for interrupting (44) the speech dialogue is configured such that upon receipt of an acoustic pause command, the speech dialogue is interrupted and/or wherein the means for continuing (46) the interrupted speech dialogue is configured such that upon receipt of an acoustic continuation command, the interrupted speech dialogue is continued.

18. Speech dialogue system according to one of claims 14 to 17, wherein the means for interrupting (44) the speech dialogue is configured such that upon receipt of a pause command from an electronic device (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15), the speech dialogue is interrupted and/or wherein the
means for continuing the speech dialogue (46) is configured such that upon receipt of a continuation command from an electronic device (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15), the speech dialogue is continued.

19. Speech dialogue system according to one of claims 14 to 18, configured such that a second speech dialogue is carried out during interruption of a first speech dialogue, the second speech dialogue being, in particular, for controlling a different electronic device (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15).

20. Speech dialogue system according to one of claims 14 to 19, further comprising storage means (58) for storing speech inputs from a user and wherein the SDS is configured such that when an interrupted speech dialogue is continued, at least part of the stored speech inputs are output.

21. Speech dialogue system according to one of claims 14 to 20, configured such that when an interrupted speech dialogue is continued, a message is output informing the user that an interrupted speech dialogue will be continued.

22. Speech dialogue system according to one of claims 19 to 21, configured such that during interruption of the speech dialogue, an identifier of the interrupted speech dialogue, comprising, in particular, the name of the electronic device (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15) to be controlled by the interrupted speech dialogue, is displayed.

23. Speech dialogue system according to one of claims 14 to 22, further comprising a means for canceling the interrupted speech dialogue (47), in particular, wherein the means for canceling (47) comprises a control key (57) and/or is configured to cancel the speech dialogue upon receipt of an acoustic cancellation command.
24. Information and entertainment system, comprising a head unit (17) and at least one electronic device (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15), wherein the head unit comprises means for controlling the at least one electronic device (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15) and a speech dialogue system (SDS) (18) according to one of claims 14 to 23 and wherein at least one of the at least one electronic device (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15) is controllable by the SDS (18).

25. Information and entertainment system according to claim 24, wherein the head unit (18) or the at least one electronic device (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15) to be controlled by the speech dialogue is configured such that operation of the electronic device (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15) is interrupted when the speech dialogue is interrupted.

26. Information and entertainment system according claim 24, wherein the head unit (18) or the at least one electronic device (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15) to be controlled by the speech dialogue is configured such that the at least one electronic device (3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15) continues to operate even if the speech dialogue is interrupted.
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